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Abstract 
Molodtsov introduced the concept of soft sets, which can be seen as a new mathematical tool for dealing with 
uncertainty. In this paper, we deal with the algebraic structure of soft groups. The lattice structures of soft groups are 
constructed.
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1. Introduction  
Dealing with uncertainties is a major problem in many areas. However, these kinds of problems can’t 
be solved by means of the methods in classical mathematics because classical methods have inherent 
difficulties. To overcome these kinds of difficulties, Molodtsov [10] proposed a completely new approach, 
which is called soft set theory, for modelling vagueness and uncertainty.  
Recently, works on the soft set theory are progressing rapidly.  Maji et al. [6] described the application 
of soft set theory to a decision making problem. Maji et al. [7] also studied several operations on the theory 
of soft sets. In theoretical aspects, Maji et al. [7] defined several operations on soft sets and made a 
theoretical study on the theory of soft sets. Aktas et al. [2] proposed a definition of soft groups and derived 
their basic properties. Feng et al. [5] initiated the study of soft semirings, soft ideals on soft semirings and 
idealistic soft semirings. Sun et al. [11] defined the concept of soft modules and studied their basic 
properties. Acar et al. [1] introduced initial concepts of soft rings. In [5] Jun introduced the notions of soft 
BCK/BCI-algebras and soft subalgebras and derived some properties on soft BCK/BCI-algebras. Zhan et 
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al. [12] introduced the notions of soft BL-algebras based on fuzzy sets and studied their basic properties. 
Qin et al. [10] made a theoretical study of the soft set theory and concentrate on the algebraic structure of 
soft sets and the lattice structures of soft sets are constructed. 
In this paper, based on the notions of soft groups, which presented by Aktas et al. in [2], we discuss 
the lattice structure of soft groups. 
2. Preliminaries 
In what follows, we review some concepts and properties of soft sets which are used in this paper. 
Let A be a nonempty set and   denote the power set ofU . A pair ( ,( )P U )F A  is called a soft set overU ,
where F  is a mapping given by : ( )F A P U→ .
Definition2.1. [3,10] The extended intersection of  two soft sets ( , )F A  and ( ,  over a common universe 
, denoted by ( ,
)G B
U ) ( , ) ( , )F A G B H C∩ =
( ) ( )H e G e= ∈ ∩
, where  C A ,and e ,if e A , then ; if 
, then ; if e A , then .
B= ∪
( )H e F
C∈
( )G e= ∩
B∈ − ( ) ( )H e F e=
e B A∈ − B ( )e
Definition2.2.[7,10] The extended union of two soft sets ( , )F A  and ( ,  over a common universe 
,denoted by ( ,
)G B
U ) ( , ) ( , )F A G B H C∪ = , is the soft set ( , )H C
( )G e
, where C A ,and e , if 




( ) Fe A B∈ − ( ) ( )H e F e= ∈ − A ( )H e = ∈ ∩ ( ) ( )H e e G e= ∪
Definition2.3. [3, 10] The restricted intersection of two soft sets ( , )F A  and ( ,  over a common 
universeU , denoted by ( ,
)G B
) ( , ) ( , )F A G B H C∇ =  , where, C A , and if e A , then 
.
B= ∩ B∈ ∩
( ) ( ) ( )H e e G e= ∩F
Definition2.4. [3, 10] The restricted union of two soft sets ( , )F A  and ( ,   over a common universeU ,
denoted by
)G B
( , ) ( , ) ( , )F A G B H CΔ = , where,C A  and if e A , then .B= ∩ B∈ ∩ ( ) ( ) ( )H e F e G e= ∪
The properties of soft set can be seen in [8], [9]. 
3. The lattice structure of  the soft group  
Algebraic structures play a fundamental role in many fields of mathematics. In this section, we discuss 
the lattice structure of soft groups. 
    Throughout this section, G  is a group and  A  is an arbitrary nonempty set unless otherwise specified. 
Let  and  be two subgroups ofG . It is clear that  is a subgroup ofG , but   isn’t a 
subgroup of G  in general. We denote that
1G 2G 1G G∩ 2 21G G∪
{ }1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2G G G x x x x or x x G′ = Δ = ⊗ = = ⊗ 2x= ⊗ 1 1 2, ,x G x∈ ∈G G .
Lemma3.1. Let  and  be two subgroups ofG , then  is a subgroup ofG .1G 2G 1 2 1G G G G G′ = Δ = ⊗ 2
Proof (1) , ,x y z G′∀ ∈ , there exist 1 1 1, , 1x y z G∈ , 2 2 2, , 2x y z G∈  such that 1 2x x x= ⊗ , ,1 2y y y= ⊗
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21z z z= ⊗ , then 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )x y z x x y y z z x x y y z z x y⊗ ⊗ = ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ = ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ = ⊗ ⊗ z .
(2) It is clear that 1 .For allG′∈ x G′∈ , there exist 1 1x G∈ , 2 2x G∈ such that 1 2x x x= ⊗ , so we can get 
that 1 1 1 2( 1(1 ) 2 1) 2x x x⊗ x⊗ x x x⊗ = ⊗ = ⊗ = ⊗ x= , thus 1 is the identity element of  .G′
(3) x G′∀ ∈ , there exist 1 1x G∈ , 2 2x G∈ such that 1 2x x x= ⊗ ,so there exist 
1
1 1x G
− ∈ , 2
1
2x G
− ∈ such that 
, , so if let 11 1 1x x
−⊗ = 12 2x x




= ⊗ x− x x⊗, then , so 1 1− = 1x−  is the inverse element of x .




Proposition 3.2. Let  and  be two subgroups of G  and , then .1G 2G 1G G⊆ 1 2G G G⊗ =
Proof  Straightforward. 
Lemma 3.3 Let  and  be two subgroups ofG , then  is a smallest subgroup of 





1 2 1G G G G G′ = Δ = ⊗
G G
Proof Let  be an arbitrary subgroup of containing  and . Then for all0G G 1G 2G x G′∈ , there 
exist 1 1x G∈ , 2 2x G∈ such that 1 2x x= ⊗ x . So  we have that , 0 , moreover , 1 0G G⊆ 2G ⊆ G
1 0x G∈ , 2 0x G∈ , thus, we have that 1 2 0x x⊗ ⊆ G , that is , 0x G∈ . Therefore, we can get that result. 
Lemma3.4 Let ,  and be subgroups of . Then (1) , ; (2) ,
; (3) , ,












1 1G G GΔ =
1 2 3( )G G G∩ ∩
Δ
1 1 1G G G∩ =
1 2(G G G= ∩ ∩
1 1
)
1 2 2G G G GΔ = Δ
1 2G G⊗
1 2G G G∩ =
1 2G GΔ ∩
1 2 3 1 3( ) G G GΔ Δ = Δ Δ
1 2 1 1, )G G GΔ =
) 3
1 2Δ =
Proof  It is immediate by the proof of Lemma 3.3. 
Theorem 3.5 Suppose that { }1 1G G G is a subgroup of G= , then ( ;  forms a lattice. , )G Δ ∩
Proof  It is immediate by Lemma 3.4. 
Definition 3.6[2] Let ( , )F A  be a soft set overG . Then ( , )F A
)
 is called a soft group over G   if and only if 
 for all e , where,  means   is a subgroup ofG .( )F e G≤ A∈ ( )F e G≤ (F e
Theorem 3.7 Let ( , )F A  and ( ,  be two soft groups over G . Then ( , , ( ,  are 
soft groups overG .
)E B ) ( , )F A E B∇ ) ( , )F A E BΔ
Proof  Straightforward. 
Proposition 3.8 Let ( ,  and ( ,  be soft groups overG , then )F A )E B ( , ) ( , ) ( , )H C F A E B= ∪
B ( ) ( )
is a soft group 
overG , where, ( , is defined by and if , then)H C C A B= ∪ e A∈ − H e F e= ; if ,
then
e B A∈ −
( ) ( )H e E= e ; if , thene A B∈ ∩ ( ) ( ) ( )H e F e= ΔG e .
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Proof  Straightforward. 
Proposition 3.9 Let ( , ( ,)F A )E B and ( , )H C
( , )F A
  be soft groups overG , then (1) ( , ,
(2) ( , (3) ( .
) ( , ) ( , )F A F A F A∪ = 
) ( , ))E B H C∪ , ) ( , )F A E B ( ,E B∪ = ∪  ) ( , )F A ( , )) ( , ) ( ) (( ,E B H C A∪ ∪ ∪  ,F=
Proof (1) and (2) are trivial. We only prove (3). Suppose that (( ,, ) ( , )) ( , ) ( , )F A E B H C K A B C∪ ∪ = ∪ ∪ 
( , ) (( , ) ( , )) ( , )F A E A H A L A B C∪ ∪ = ∪ ∪  
∈ B∉ ( ) ( ) ( )K e F e H e= ∪ 
. For all e A , it follows e or or .
Without loss of generality, we can suppose that e , (a) If , e , then . (b) 
If e A , e , then . (c)If e A , e , then K e .(d) 













(L e= ) ( ) = ∪ 
If e A , e , then . So we can get the result as required. ∈ B∈ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )K e F e E e H e L e= ∪ ∪ =  
Proposition 3.10 Let ( ,  and ( , be soft groups over , then is a soft group 





( , ) ( , ) ( , )H C F A E B= ∇
( )E e∩ ∈ ( ,B= ∩ ( )H e F e= )H C is such that 
(1) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )F A F A∇ = F A ((2) , () ( , ) ( , ) , )F A E B E B∇ = F A , )F A∇ (3) ( .( , ) ( , ) ( , )E B H C F A∇ ∇ = (( ,E∇ ) ( , ))B H C∇
Proof It is immediate by Theorem 3.7. 
Proposition 3.11 Let ( , and   be soft groups over , then 
(1) (( , (2) ( .
)F A
( , )F A
( , )E B
( , )F A=
( , )H C
(F
G
), ) ( , ))F A E B∪ ∇ , ) ( , )) ( , ( , )A E B F A F A∇ ∪ =
Proof (1) Suppose that ( , and ( . For all ,
(a) if e , then , (b) if ,
then . Hence ( .
) ( , ) ( , )F A E B H A B∪ = ∪
( ) ( ) ( ( ) (H e F e F e E e= ∩ = ∪ 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )e F e F e F e= ∩ =
( , ) ( , )) ( , ) ( , )F A E B F A K A∪ ∇ =
( ) ( )F e F e∩ = e B∉




( ) ))K e
F= ∩( )H e
Similarly, we can prove (2). 
We denote the set of groups over the group and the parameter set G E  by .( , )S G E
Theorem 3.12 ( ( is a modular lattice. , ), , )S G E ∪ ∇
Proof   We only prove that is modular.  Let  ( ,  be such 
that
( ( , ), , )S G E ∪ ∇ ) ( , ), ( 1, 2,3)i iF A S G E i∈ =
1 1 2 2( , ) ( , )F A F A≥ . We denote ( ,1 1) (( 2 2 3, ) ( , 3))F A F
3)
A F∇ ∪ A )F A by ( ,  and 
1 1 2 2, ) ( , )) ( 3(( ,F A F A∇  F∪ A  by ( , )F A . We have that prove that ( , ) ( , )F A F A= . Since A B≥
1
is
obvious, so it is enough to prove that . Firstly, since ( , , soA B≤ F A1 1 2 )A2) ( ,F≥ 2A A⊆ , thus it is clear 
that 1 2 3( ) 1( 2 3)A A A∩ ∪ ⊆ A ∩ A A∪ ∈ ∩. Secondly, for all e A , (a) if , , then 1 2 )3(A A∪ 2e A∈ 3e A∉
1 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )F e F e F e= ∩ F e= ; (b) if , , then 2e A∈ 3e A∈
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1 2 3 2 3 1 2 3( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( )) ( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( )) ( ) ( )F e F e F e F e F e F e F e F e F e F e= ∩ ∪ ⊆ ∪ = ∩ ∪ =   . (c) If , ,
then
2e A∉ 3e A∈
1 3( ) ( ) ( ) ( )F e F e F e F e= ∪ = . Therefore, we can get that the result. 
Similarly, we can get that the followings: 
Theorem 3.12 ( ( is a modular lattice. , ), , )S G E Δ ∇
Theorem 3.13 ( ( is a modular lattice. , ), , )S G E ∪ ∩
5 Conclusions  
This paper deals with the algebraic structure of soft groups. It is proved that the set of soft groups 
forms a lattice structures respectively with respect to some operations on them. Based on these results, we 
can further probe the applications of soft groups. 
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